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Introduction 
 According to the U.S. Department of Energy, buildings 
are responsible for 40% of the total energy 
consumption
» Almost half of that amount is used for heating or cooling
 Alternative heating technologies such as heat pumps 
and solar thermal collectors can…
» greatly reduce the reliance on fossil fuels
» provide reliable heating performance
 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
» Net Zero Energy Residential Test Facility (NZERTF)
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NIST - NZERTF
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System Overview
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Solar Collectors and Heat Pump
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Energy Factor Computations
 H
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Test Conditions
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Test Period vs Annual Conditions
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Range 305 220 72%
Median 179 177
The test period accounts for only 3.8% 
of the year but…
Sunny, Cloudy,  or Partly Cloudy
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Cold, Warm, or Hot
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Results
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Average Consumption (left) and Collection (right) Percentages
Conclusions
 Average EF of 2.29
» Solar EF = 27
» Heat Pump EF = 1.3
 Solar Energy Collection was far more efficient when 
available
» 3% of the electrical consumption compared to 44% of 
the heat
 Despite the rigorous heating demand the heat pump 
rarely resorted to direct resistive heating. 
=> Higher EF!
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QUESTIONS?
Thank You!
